Abstract. We present thread-modular model checking, a novel technique for verifying correctness properties of loosely-coupled multithreaded software systems. Thread-modular model checking verifies each thread separately using an automatically inferred environment assumption that abstracts the possible steps of other threads. Separate verification of each thread yields significant space and time savings. Suppose there are n threads, each with a local store of size L, where the threads communicate via a shared global store of size G. If each thread is finite-state (without a stack), the naive model checking algorithm requires O(G.L n ) space, whereas thread-modular model checking requires only O(n.G.(G + L)) space. If each thread has a stack, the general model checking problem is undecidable, but thread-modular model checking terminates in polynomial time.
Introduction
Designing correct multithreaded software is difficult due to subtle interactions among threads operating concurrently on shared data. Errors in such systems are easy to introduce but difficult to diagnose and fix. Model checking [CE81, QS81] is a promising technique for verifying correctness properties of multithreaded software systems. However, due to the large state spaces of such systems, they are difficult to model check. In this paper, we present a novel technique called thread-modular model checking to alleviate the problem of exploring large state spaces of multithreaded software.
We consider multithreaded software systems with a finite number of threads where the shared global store and the local store of each thread are finite. However, each thread also has an unbounded stack which allows us to model procedure calls and recursion. We focus on the verification of safety properties such as assertions and global invariants. Verification of such safety properties can be reduced to the problem of checking whether an error state is reachable from the system's initial state. This problem is undecidable [HU79, Ram00] in general. Thread-modular model checking is a conservative (sound and incomplete) algorithm for this problem that is powerful enough to verify a variety of multithreaded software systems occurring in practice.
Thread-modular reasoning for shared-memory programs was first introduced by Jones [Jon83] . The basic idea behind this technique is to verify each thread separately using an environment assumption to model interleaved steps of the other threads. The environment assumption of each thread is a binary relation over the set of global stores, and includes all global store updates that may be performed by other threads.
In earlier work, we extended the proof rule of Jones and implemented it in the Calvin checker [FFQ02, FQS02] for multithreaded Java programs. Our experience using Calvin indicates that the threads in most software systems are loosely-coupled , i.e., there is little correlation among the local states of the various threads, and thread-modular reasoning is sufficiently powerful to verify these systems. However, a significant cost of using Calvin is that the programmer is required to provide the appropriate environment assumption. The threadmodular model checking technique in this paper avoids this cost by automatically inferring these environment assumptions.
Thread-modular model checking infers the environment assumption for each thread by first infering a guarantee for each thread, which models all global store updates performed by that thread. The environment assumption of a thread is then the disjunction of the guarantees of all the other threads. The guarantee of each thread is initially the empty relation, and is iteratively extended during the model checking process. Each thread is verified using the standard algorithm for model checking a sequential pushdown system except that at each control point of the thread, the global state is allowed to mutate according to the guarantees of the other threads. In addition, whenever a thread modifies the global store, that transition on the global states is added to that thread's guarantee. The iteration continues until the reachable state space and guarantee of each thread converges. The complexity of this procedure is
where n is the number of threads, F is the number of stack symbols, G is the size of the global store, and L is the size of local store per thread.
Even if the threads do not have a stack and are consequently finite-state, thread-modular model checking offers significant savings over standard model checking. The naive model checking algorithm explicitly models the program counters of all threads. Therefore, it explores all interleavings of the various threads and its complexity is exponential in the number of threads. However, thread-modular model checking verifies each thread separately and its complex-
is significantly better than that of the naive algorithm.
Example
To illustrate the benefits of thread-modular model checking, we consider its application to a simple multithreaded program. The multithreaded program Simple(n) has n threads which are concurrently executing the procedure p. Each thread is identified by unique integer value from the set Tid = {1, . . . , n}. These threads manipulate a shared integer variable x initialized to 1. The variable x is protected by a mutex m, which is either the (non-zero) identifier of the thread holding the lock, or else 0, if the lock is not held by any thread. Thus, the type Mutex = {0} ∪ Tid . The mutex m is manipulated by two operations, acquire and release. The operation acquire blocks until m = 0 and then atomically sets m to tid , the identifier of the current thread. A simple multithreaded program
acquire; 2:
x := 0; 3:
x := x + 1; 4: assert x > 0; 5: release; 6: }
We would like to verify three correctness properties for the program Simple(n). A correctenss property is given by a set of error states; the program satisfies the correctness property if no error state is reachable.
1. There are no races on the data variable x. The error set is
2. The assertion at control location 4 does not fail for any thread. The error set is ∃i ∈ T id.
3. Every reachable state satisfies the invariant m = 0 ⇒ x = 1. The error set is
Thread-modular model checking can verify these correctness properties. Our algorithm computes the guarantee
where Mutex × int is the set of all global stores, and the thread-local reachable set
The set G has the property that if the thread with identifier tid ever takes a step in which the pair (m, x) of global variables is modified from (m 1 , x 1 ) to (m 2 , x 2 ), then (tid , (m 1 , x 1 ), (m 2 , x 2 )) ∈ G. The set R has the property that if there is a reachable state in which the pair (m, x) has the value (m, v) and the program counter of thread with identifier tid has the value pc, then (tid , (m, x), pc) ∈ R.
These sets are given by the following predicates:
The environment assumption of the thread tid can be computed from the guarantee as follows:
An examination of R proves that Simple(n) satisfies its three correctness properties:
1. The thread with identifier tid accesses x only when pc[tid ] ∈ {2, 3, 4}. Every member of R satisfies the property that if pc[tid ] ∈ {2, 3, 4} then m = tid . Therefore, it is impossible for two different threads to be at a control location in {2, 3, 4} simultaneously. Consequently, there is no race on the variable x. 2. Every member of R satisfies the property that x = 1 when pc = 4. Therefore, the assertion at control location 4 holds. 3. Every member of R satisfies the condition m = 0 ⇒ x = 1, which is therefore an invariant of Simple(n).
To verify the program Simple(n), the thread-modular model checking algorithm analyzes each thread separately. When analyzing thread tid , each global state stored by the algorithm contains values for m, x, and the program counter of thread tid . The algorithm explores O(n) states and transitions for each thread. Since there are n threads, the number of explored states and transitions is O(n 2 ). On the other hand, each state stored by a naive model checking algorithm will provide values for m, x, and the program counters of all the threads. Consequently, the number of states and transitions explored are O(2 n ). Thus, for this example, the thread-modular model checking algorithm provides exponential savings in the time and space required for state-space enumeration.
Limitations
Thread-modular model checking is a sound but incomplete verification algorithm. In the program Simple(n), our model of the mutex m is crucial for the success of thread-modular model checking. Suppose we model the mutex m as a boolean instead, such that m is true when locked and false when unlocked. The operation acquire blocks until m = false and then atomically sets m to true. The operation release sets m back to false. Then, thread-modular model checking computes the following sets for G and R:
With the R computed above, we cannot prove any of the three correctness properties from Section 1.1. A reason for the incompleteness of thread-modular model checking is that the computed thread guarantee is represented only in terms of updates to the shared variables. The guarantee does not keep track of either the sequence in which actions updating shared variables are performed or the number of times each such action is executed. Often, this information is necessary for verifying the program.
Although thread-modular reasoning is incomplete is general, we can verify any correctness property with it by providing auxiliary information in the program. This information is provided by introducing auxiliary shared variables to the program and adding appropriate updates to them. In Simple(n), we provided this information by storing in the mutex m the identifier of the current holder of the mutex. A different way to achieve the same effect is to introduce for each thread tid , a boolean shared variable apc[tid ] representing an abstraction of the program counter pc[tid ]. The variable apc[tid ] is initialized to false, an acquire operation by thread tid sets apc[tid ] to true, and a release operation by thread tid sets apc[tid ] to false.
Related work
We refer the reader to our earlier papers [FFQ02, FQS02] for a discussion of the related work on verification of multithreaded software by compositional reasoning and model checking.
Cobleigh et al. [CGP03] share our motivation of reducing the annotation cost of compositional reasoning. They use a counterexample-guided learning algorithm to infer environment assumptions, an approach that is very different from ours. Our algorithm is based entirely on model checking; the correctness properties of the program are verified and appropriate environment assumptions are inferred solely by state-space enumeration.
Bouajjani et al.
[BET03] present a generic approach to the static analysis of concurrent programs. Unlike our work on shared-memory programs, they focus on synchronous message-passing programs. They present several abstractions for such programs, including a commutative abstraction that ignores message order. Our thread-modular model checking algorithm focuses on concurrent updates to the shared heap, but has a similar flavor to this commutative abstraction, in that it ignores the order of heap updates performed by a thread.
Concurrent finte-state systems
A concurrent finite state system consists of a number of concurrently executing threads. The threads communicate through a global store, which is shared by all threads. In addition, each thread has its own local store containing data not manipulated by other threads, such as the program counter of the thread. Each thread also has an associated thread identifier. A state of the system consists of a global store g and a mapping ls from thread identifiers to local stores. We use the notation ls[t := l] to denote a mapping that is identical to ls except that it maps thread identifier t to local store l.
We model the behavior of the individual threads as the transition relation T :
The relation T (t, g, l, g , l ) holds if the thread t can take a step from a state with global store g and where thread t has local store l, yielding a new state with global and local stores g and l , respectively. We assume that program execution starts in an initial state Σ 0 = (g 0 , ls 0 ) consisting of an initial global store g 0 and a mapping ls 0 that provides the initial local store for each thread. The correctness condition for the program in our system is provided by an error set E ⊆ GlobalStore × LocalStores. A state (g, ls) is erroneous if E(g, ls) is true. Our goal is to determine if, when started from the initial state Σ 0 , the system can reach an erroneous state.
Standard model checking
Since the set of possible states is finite, we can use standard model checking to determine if any erroneous state is reachable from the initial state. In particular, the least solution R ⊆ State to the following inference rules describes the set of reachable states.
Although we provide a declarative definition of R here, it is easily computed using a worklist-based algorithm. Having computed R, it is straightforward to determine if any erroneous state is reachable, i.e., if there exist t, g, and ls such that R(g, ls) ∧ E (t, g, ls) .
Unfortunately, the computational cost of this algorithm becomes excessive in the presence of multiple threads. Let n = |Tid | be the number of threads and let G = |GlobalStore| and L = |LocalStore| be the sizes of the global and local stores, respectively. Then the size of R and the space complexity of this algorithm is O(G.L n ). Furthermore, for each entry in R there may be n.G.L applications of (basic step). Hence the time complexity of this algorithm is O(n.G 2 .L n+1 ). A more accurate time complexity can be obtained by accounting for the bounded nondeterminism of the transition relation of each thread. Let d be the bound on the number of (g , l ) pairs for any thread t, global store g, and local store l such that T (t, g, l, g , l ) holds. Then, for each entry in R, there are at most n.d applications of (basic step) and the time complexity is O(n.d.G.L n ).
Thread-modular model checking
The complexity of standard model checking is exponential in the number of threads, since it explicitly correlates the local states (and program counters) of all the various threads. However, since the threads in most software systems are predominantly loosely-coupled, this correlation is largely redundant. Threadmodular model checking provides a means to avoid this redundancy.
Under thread-modular model checking, each thread is checked separately, using the guarantees that abstract the behavior of interleaved steps of other threads. The algorithm works by computing two relations: R, which specifies the reachable states of each thread, and G, which is the guarantee of each thread. Thus, the guarantee is inferred automatically during the model checking process.
R ⊆ Tid
The relation R(t, g, l) holds if the system can reach a state with global store g and where the thread t has local store l. Similarly, G(t, g, g ) holds if a step by thread t can go from a reachable state with global store g to a state with global store g . While model checking a thread with identifier different from t, we know that whenever the global store is g and G(t, g, g ) holds, an interleaved step of thread t can change the global store to g . The relations R and G are defined as the least solution to the following rules.
Thread-modular model checking (ag init)

R(t, g0, ls(t))
(ag env) R(t, g, l) G(e, g, g ) t = e R(t, g , l)
(ag step) R(t, g, l) T (t, g, l, g , l ) R(t, g , l ) G(t, g, g )
The set of reachable states determined using thread-modular reasoning is a conservative approximation of the set of actual reachable states, as illustrated by the following lemma.
